WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED
TILLAGE MACHINES FOR HIRE
PRO-TILL
6M and 8M

The Ultimate in High Productivity Seed Bed Preparation
Designed to shred and blend heavy residue, open up soils,
level ruts, destroy clods and produce an absolutely perfect
seed bed in wet or dry conditions - all at a 16 kph (10 mph)
working speed.
The Pro-Till's seed bed enhances yield through better
soil condition, nutrient activity and moisture profile.
It features floating Self-Contour Technology, flawless
rock protection and a very heavy frame and componentry.

TIGER 6MT and 4MT

The Ultimate In Cultivation Productivity
Achieve in one pass what normally takes 3 passes - chop
and blend residue, deep rip (up to 35 cms),
clod breakdown and seed bed leveling.
Doing all in one pass saves massively on the cost,
time and moisture losses of multiple workings.
The Tiger is especially effective at cotton pupae busting,
soil regeneration and dealing with heavy residue and soils.

In today's capital intensive farming environment
hiring high-end equipment makes good sense:
∆ No capital outlay is required
∆ Access can be gained to leading-edge, expensive and well-maintained equipment
∆ Hiring equipment is a 100% tax deductible expense in the year it is used
∆ Farmers don't have to worry about depreciation and wear and tear
∆ When dry hiring the farmer can use his own tractor and labour in the operation thereby
retaining control over a major part of the operational cost
∆ An expensive machine is not spending most of the year laying idle (and therefore tying up
precious cash that can be better used elsewhere)

The bottom line is that unless you are regularly covering very large areas with
these type of machines it is financially better to hire instead of purchasing

About SawleyCo
SawleyCo is a specialised agricultural services company with generations of farming and
contracting experience. Our sole focus is to help farmers improve their productivity. We strive
to bring solutions that increase revenue, decrease costs and improve asset utilisation.
Our business culture is founded on 3 key principles:
∆ Excellent customer relationships built on outstanding service
∆ A continually evolving suite of advanced products and services that deliver real
productivity improvement
∆ A great team

To find out more information call
Sam Sawley on 0437 473 980
or email at sam.sawley@sawleyco.com.au
22 Kingston Road Hodgson Vale QLD 4352 Australia

